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We have put together a simple and comprehensive guide along with some faurted questions to help you decide which IS most honest to your puppy based on its breed, size, bite and age. From puppies to the elderly and even the most aggressive chewing gum, there is a KONG for all! Here are some of the benefits of keeping your dog well-comforted and
stimulating_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________Kong
has identified 3 types of chewing gum: Tender chewers - Tend to be simple on toys and prefer plush / toys from fabric. They tend to lick or suck their toys, but rarely destroy them by average chewers - they will generally play with all kinds of toys and carry them around. It can be destructive with plush and/or fabric toys, but they are rarely destructive with rubber toys power chewing - they are usually strong chewing gum that are determined to exterminate every last toy in sight. Choose durable, interactive game
toys along with hard rubber toys. Sizing up is also useful when choosing toys for chewing power *Keep on keeping an eye on, chewing styles are not specific to the breed (you can also have the power of chewing chihuahua)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________KONG has developed 4 different rubber formulas (Puppy, Senior, Classic and Extreme) to meet different needs. According to the CONGO guidelines, we
recommend: KONG Puppy for Puppies KONG Senior for Gentle Chewing and Elderly KONG Classic for Average Chewing People KONG Extreme for Chewing Power
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________But
there's one behavior you can almost always expect from a canine: they'll chew things. The reasons for chewing can vary, says dog trainer and author Victoria Schade, but the solution is often the same. Puppies need their chewing toys so they don't leave bite marks on your property. And for Schade, an experienced expert with more than a decade of experience in dog training for clients like Animal Planet, kong toys are a favorite, whether for big dogs, small dogs or anything in between. I love that KONG was an
absolute innovator in the world of dog toys. They've changed the way our dogs says, she says. Although she's not affiliated with the brand, she jokes: 'I think KONG should hire me to be a spokesperson because I'm an unfounded fan and expert on topics! Whether you're a new mom or dad looking for toys for your puppy or a longtime parent of pets who hopes to spice things up with a new KONG for your big dog or little dog, we have an ultimate guide to different types of KONG toys and how to use them, as well
as kong recipes recipes More. Advantages of KONG toys So, what stands out kong toys? For Schade, it all comes down to two advantages. First, she says: I love having a variety of options that take into account different styles and abilities of chewing. Different types of KONG toys range from classic snowman conga (which itself comes in different sizes and rubber strengths) to toys designed to play fetch, tug of war and even sweet, post-playtime cones. The second advantage of KONG is more for the peace of
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parents of pets. Another perk? Schade also likes that KONG toys are made in the U.S. from natural rubber materials from global sources. Choosing the right KONG for a wide range of dog products from your Dog KONG is a huge trump card. But for pet parents, this choice can be overwhelming. So, how do you know which toy is right for your dog? Finding the right toy for your pet often involves some attempts and errors to determine what your dog prefers. I think owning a variety of dog toys and chewing is
super important, so investing in a bunch of different options will help you determine how your dog ranks toys, advises Schade. It also depends on the situation. For example, stuffed toys are ideal for team play, and more durable rubber toys for dosing treats are better for enrichment in time, Schade says. The first step is to narrow down your dog's age, size and habits, Schade says. By choosing the size of the Right KONG when choosing KONG toys for dogs you want to choose the best size for their jaws. Smaller
adult breeds need a toy that is appropriate in size for their smaller jaws. Kong Classic, for example, comes in sizes X-small (for pets up to 5 pounds) and small (for pets up to 20 pounds). In addition to the smaller size of the KONG Classic, Schade recommends KONG SqueakAir toys, which also come in smaller sizes, including X-small and small. [They] are usually irresistible to smaller dogs, Schade says. They're soft enough to grab them, plus they have a fantastic sound. Larger adult breeds have large jaws that
match. For them, Schade recommends larger-sized KONG Classics. When in doubt, KONG recommends resizing. Choosing the right cone of rubber power You might think that all little dogs are light chewers and that all big dogs are powerful chewers, but that's not true. You'll have to consider the individual style of chewing your dog The KONG Classic is an almost universal hit with chewing gum of all kinds - both large and small, says Schade. If your dog has extra powerful chompers - be it a small breed of dogs
or a large breed of dogs - opt for KONG's ultra-durable toys. For these destructive chewing gum, Schade recommends KONG Extreme, made from the strongest rubber brand. They come in sizes small (for dogs up to 20 pounds) through XX-large (for dogs 85 pounds and Like the KONG Classic, this snowman-shaped toy can be filled with treats to add extra blurs. Dedicated chewers will also enjoy hard rubber toys such as KONG tyres and KONG Extreme Goodie Bone, Schade adds. Both are great options for
dogs who enjoy playing fast catch-or-settle games to unpack treats inside. Parents of pets looking for softer toys can check out the brand's plush options, such as kong cuteseas water toys and floppy knots made from inner ropes. They are suitable for cubs with a soft mouth, Schade explains. Stuffed toys are fantastic for a team game between the parents of a pet and a dog, not for suffocation unsupervised. KONG Puppy toys With their high energy and short attention spans, puppies need a toy that will keep their
attention long enough to wear them out, Schade says. Kong Puppy dog toy is the ideal solution. Its gum is uniquely designed to withstand the sharp teeth of puppies, s smouting discomfort and rewarding your puppy for chewing the appropriate item (not your new shoes). Not only will it give them hours of fun, catching and retriely a sporadic bouncing toy, the real benefits are in a unique form and hollow design, says Dr Roger Mugford, an animal psychologist and founder of the Centre for Animal Behaviour in
Surrey, England. This clever design enables 'food stuffing' and therefore transforms this great toy into a therapeutic 'boredom-busting' smouling. To really ease those sore gums, says Dr Mugford, parents of pets can fill and freeze the toy, offering an edible treat as well as a cooling relief. Kong puppy comes in sizes X-male through large, so be sure to choose the exact size for your puppy. Another fun toy for puppies, Schade says, is the KONG Puppy Teething Stick, which is a great way to introduce toys that can
be filled with treats because it has a simple payout, she says. KONG Toys for Older Dogs The KONG Senior is a popular option. Like a kong of classic toys, this is a toy in the form of snowmen, rechargeable products - with the added benefit of designing especially for old teeth and gums of older dogs. It comes in sizes small, medium and large. Older dogs sometimes need extra stimulation to encourage old bones to get off the couch for a party, Schade says. Kong Stuff-a-Ball, a treat that shares a toy with plenty
of room for good things inside and average chewing power, is suitable for a wide range of dogs - and this could just be a boost for the game needed by seniors, she says. Kong toys for dogs come in so many different shapes and sizes that it can sometimes be confusing to figure out which is most appropriate. Don't worry though, Kong have compiled this very handy sizing chart so you can find out exactly which Kong toy is for your pooch. We also stock a large selection of Kong dog toys, so if you want to view
you can click here. Kong Dog Toy Sizing Chart was last modified: February 11, 2014 by Farm &amp; Pet Place chartdogguideKongsizesizing But two dogs are not the same, all have their own personalities and habits, but one thing they all have in common is their need/drive to chew. To prevent them from chewing on your furniture and belongings, you need to provide your dog with your own chewing toys. One of the best chew toys for any type of dog is KONG. What's different about congo? KONG has a variety
of toy options for many different occasions, making them a favorite among pet owners. Whether you're looking for something as durable as the KONG Classic, a pampering like a stuffed toy or a rope to play with a rope - KONG has covered you. How to choose the right KONG for your dog? Finding the right toy for your dog can be quite a bit of trial and error. If you can, it is best to invest in several options, then stock up on those that your puppy gets with the best. As a rule, stuffed toys are good for team play, and
durable toys for dosing treats are better for time only. To choose the right size of KONG you need to take into account the age, size and habits of chewing your dog. If your puppy is small, he will need something that sits comfortably with his little fork. Kong Classic, for example, comes in many different sizes such as X-small (for pets up to five pounds) and small (for pets up to 20 pounds). Larger dogs have larger jaws, which means they need a larger-sized cone. If you're ever insecure, size up. Another important
thing to consider when choosing a new toy of your dog: how powerful is chewing your puppy. If your dog has a powerful bite, regardless of size or weight, go to KONG Extreme. Why do we recommend the MOST KONG Classic? We love the KONG Classic because it's a versatile toy and quite durable. Putting a treat in KONG makes it an interactive toy for your dog, it can also be a fun toy to throw because it's shaped seems to bounce in different directions, plus you can create fun recipes. Get a FREE KONG
Classic for a limited time when you buy any Kong Stuff'n Spread. In addition, find fun recipes on our social media @PetsDelight. @PetsDelight.
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